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Trust and Trustworthiness as 
Counterparts 



Trust and Time 



Being worthy of another’s 
trust 



Defining trust 



Attitudes about Advance Directives 



Trustworthiness as a virtue 



A trustworthy person is… 



Virtues have extremes and an 
intermediate 

 



The intermediate 



Who places their trust in 
health care workers?  



 
What if you just don’t have 

time to develop trusting 
relations with all these 

people?!  



What if no one is entrusting 
you to take care of something 

they value?  



Reasons to be trustworthy 



We cannot fully flourish without 
having and using the virtues.  
 
•Rewarding (positive pleasure) 
•Strengthen our reasoning abilities 
•Affirm our humanity 
•Facilitate a good, strong, healthy 
society 

 
 
 



Is being trustworthy relevant 
in a case like this?  



Mandatory Parental 
Notification 



Sheila is 14 years old. She has come 
to you seeking contraception. Sheila 
lives with a single mom who is 
Christian and her mom’s verbally 
abusive boyfriend. Sheila’s been 
sexually active since she was 13. She 
is pretty sure Mom will just kick her out 
if Mom finds out she is having sex. Her 
dad is not an option to live with.  



Individual trust and 
institutional trust are integrally 

bound up 



Being trustworthy and 
professional ethics 



•Bill, resident in Internal Medicine 
•Inadequate medical knowledge, errors 
•Amber and other residents check up on him 
•Sarah thinks they are covering for Bill’s 
mistakes 

•Hospital administration and attendings know 
of the problem 

•‘Good teamwork;’ no one wants to fail him 
•With no failing evaluations, hospital cannot 
fire Bill 





Broken Trust 
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